Purpose:
The International Programs Advisory Council (IPAC) is a representative group of university leaders, reporting to the Chancellor, to help UNL articulate a strategic vision for international programming. IPAC’s main function is to define a forward-looking focus for the university’s international work. To this end, the work of IPAC will be to support the ongoing international relationships and work of our faculty; and to promote visionary planning. Operational and structural issues will continue to be addressed by other appropriate UNL entities. The initial work of this committee will be to become informed by the two most recent reports of task forces on international programming. Specifically, IPAC is charged:

• To think “big,” helping to catalyze and focus UNL efforts in international programming.
• To make recommendations to the Chancellor, SVCAA, VCIANR, and the Council of Deans for focusing funding support and international programs in curriculum and research.
• To propose campus-wide measures and benchmarks for assessing UNL efforts in international programming.

Reporting Lines:
Report after each meeting to the Chancellor, SVCAA, VCIANR, and Council of Deans.

Frequency of meetings:
2-3 times per semester; more often as needed